Nick Kaiser takes the Charm.
I have to admit that I spent some time trying to think of an interesting twist to a trip to Maui for
the Run to the Sun. Just running the 36 miles to the top of the Haleakala didn’t quite seem to
be enough. So I looked around at some other trails and roads on Maui. What became obvious
was that a lot of good running adventures ended at the top of the Haleakala, while they started
from various points along the slopes. The Kaupou trail has intrigued me since I spent hours
approaching that magnificant gap during the Maui Madness run some months ago.
I had first seen the Kaupou gap off in the distance as I rounded the curve of the slopes of
Haleakala just beyond Ulupalakua, and I had stared at it as I pushed for hours down that long
road, into the changing colors of twilight, and then the shimmery moon glow of evening. The
gap was always there, the only feature that seemed to be able to complement the magnificent
bulk of the Haleakala. I stared at the gap waiting to reach it, and then, when I actually had
entered it I found is so broad it was hard to understand that I was actually crossing it, the great
cliffs so far inland that they seemed but tiny ridges, while the expanse of the floor lost itself
in the more mundane details mortal men call valleys and hills. What a awesome explosion it
must have been when this section of the Haleakala blew out and jettisoned itself into the sea
producing a thunderous roar that might well have been heard on the mainland, and a shaking
that likely have gien the Richter scale a test of its upper limits. There are stories of shells and
coral being found 200 feet up the slopes of Molokai and Lanai and there can be no doubt that
when the Haleakala blew there was a tsunami of biblical proportions. But it occurred eons ago,
long before man even dreamed these islands existed, when only the mythical gods of Hawaii
played here.
Having seen the gap by evening and moonlight, I was drawn back to it, and spent hours looking
at it on google earth, and other web tools. I was enchanted but still knew nothing of its being,
and had no concept of its soul. When I asked Zedoc about the possibilities of hiking it he was
immediately enthusiastic. The idea of going up, rather than down it as most hikers do appealed
to him as well. It took us only a few emails and conversations to work out the rough logistics of
it.
There is a third common approach to the summit of the Haleakala and that is known as the
Skyline or Polipoli trail. It is up the Kula or Ulupalakua ridge on the southwestern flank of the
Mountain. The lower portions are via a road and jeep trails to the Polipoli State Park, and then
up more rugged jeep trails, bike tracks, and foot trails, to the summit. It is perhaps the shortest
route to the top, but also the steepest ascent, with sections easily exceeding 1000 feet per mile.
Almost all descriptions of the Polipoli route are descents, and I read of no one who had hiked up
the trail. Naturally it seemed a perfect fit into our selection of adventures. The Polipoli area is a
heavily forested section planted with pine and redwoods and was until a recent fire like no other
part of Maui. It still enjoys that reptutation.
Given the logistics of these hikes three seemed to be the limit of any one visit to Maui, and
since we were doing the slopes of the Haleakala the summit seemed an appropriate goal/

finishing point for each one of them. Doing them on three consecutive days seemed natural and
maintained the ‘Madness’. Thus was born the concept of the Maui Charm.
I met Zedoc during my circle Maui run last year when he was kind enough to come out to
Ulupalakua and provide aid for me. He was also there for me when I finally ran out of steam
on my push up the Haleakala on day four of that venture. This time he was most gracious in
offering us a place to stay, providing meals, and seeing that we had transport and necessary
access to ranch lands below the trail head. His father, also Zedoc, opened up his home to us
and then drove us out to Kaupou on the morning of that hike. Zedoc and his wife Steff have a
five month old baby, so one can understand that all this was done while they cared for young
Zed. The youngest Zedoc is a real trooper, and I believe that if he were a few months older, he
would have been chaffing his pampers to ride his father’s back up the Kaupo gap--perhaps next
time.
I arrived on Thursday morning and spent the day buying stuff and doing stashes for the Run to
the Sun. Zedoc and I coordinated our routes and I met him part way up the Mountain and we
drove to the top of the Haleakala to drop the rental car to be ready for the completion of the next
day’s hike. I then took his truck down to the airport to pick up Nick in the evening.
Skyline or Polipoli Trail : March 18th, 2011

I was a bit uncertain of the distances involved in the Polipoli hike. The options were to start
down on the Ulupalakua Highway, or to go up Waipoli road a ways. We opted to drive up the
road to the gate, which is midway up the first set of switchbacks. It cut about five or six miles
of very steep road and switchback from the day. Given what we had planned I thought it best
to play it safe. From the gate about six miles up the road, we walked a long set of switchbacks
up the mountain and finally wound along a fairly constant elevation toward the ridge line to the
south east. This ridge line is a fault or rift zone which is defined by a sets of volcanic cones
that start almost at the summit and drop straight down toward Makena and Laperuse Bay. It is
the flank of the Mountain that has been active most recently, with the last eruption occuring as
late at the early 1790’s, just an hour ago in the life time of the Haleakala.

We hiked for an hour or two through upland scrub forest, and then, as the road became more
level moved into thick but heavily burned pine forest. Here there were signs posted regularly
that informed the reader that ‘Trees fall without warning!’. Nick and I discussed how this was
different from elsewhere, and how these Kula forest trees were evidently so much less polite.
All kidding aside the forest up there is largely dead stand and their was evidence of regular
dead fall. High winds are likely to bring stuff down on the road with little notice.

The views from the road were spectacular. It’s a lot like the upper road of the pasture lands
along the Haleakala Highway. However one is farther to the south and views are often framed
by large pines. Far below us there was a cane fire burning and it rose like a mushoom cloud off
the central valley floor, reaching an inversion layer below us where it flattened out casting the
land below it in a dark shadow.

All of Kihei was visible, and the West Maui mountains stood crystal clear in the distance
across the central Maui plain. The greens of the land and blues of the ocean were vivid and
kaleidoscopic. We walked through the morning coolness, enjoying the crisp clean air, a the
infinite views while we talked about the insanity this world has become and felt charmed to be
suddenly so far from it all. Every so often the road crossed a ravaged water course where
violent flooding had ripped the supple earth from the rock and carried it off far down some
volcanic ravine--thousands of years of top soil carried away in moments, the hard surface of the
island suddenly visible once again.

We hiked up the now rutted gravel road reaching Polipoli State Park about six miles from the
gate in good hour and a half. Here we had the option of exploring the park trails, where the
fires have not done serious damage to the pine forest, or moving up the hill. Not knowing what
lay ahead of us we chose to move on and not spend time in the park. We could have explored
the trails for an hour or so without really pushing our completion time too late in the day but we
didn’t know that at the time. And as we contemplated hiking trails in the park the stark sharp rise
of the ridge to our left threatened some extended and difficult hiking. We headed off around
the ridge and began a climb along the southeastern flank up an increasingly rutted jeep track.
From where we were, at about 6500 feet, we could look directly down at Ulupalakua and the
arid costal lava flows below it. I pointed out to Nick the general lay of the King’s Trail through
the lava and the point just below Ulupalakua where the trail becomes indistinct and a bit hard
to find, and the option of climbing steep jeep trails up the hill past Ulupalakua to the main road.
We pushed on for another half mile before I recognized an area from a satellite image where
the track splits, the left hand section moving back toward the ridge line with its red and brown
cinder cones and the right one staying in the scrub and twisting its way along the flank of the
mountain off to the northeast. We took the left hand track which skirted a large cinder area with
steep cinder cliffs behind it, and moved back to the north of the ridge line. The multiple trails
that climb the Skyline section out of Polipoli are primarily on the north side of the ridge, and
hikers and bikers should be a bit wary if they find themselves on the south-eastern flank of the
hill for too long a period of time.
I had studied the satellite views and was satisfied with the general lay of the land as it
presented itself. We followed the track off to the left and began a series of steep climbs up the
northwestern side of the ridge. As the terrain steepened I began to lag behind a bit and I found
Nick waiting on me at the tops of the steeper climbs until I came huffing up. I put it off to the fact
that I was carrying an extra 100 ounces of fluids, and that Nick is a much stronger runner than
I. But it bothered me that I was not keeping up on the climbs where I feel I am at my strongest.
I pushed on a bit frustrated at my inability to keep pace, feeling the rapid climbs in my lungs
and my legs. But who can get upset when the vista’s open up on all sides revealing fairytale

landscapes and idyllic panoramas. To the south, just below a puffy scattered cloud layer and
settled calmly in an inky blue waters of the Kealaikahiki Channel lay Kahoolawe, green and
vibrant in her wet season cloak. North of Kahoolawe across the Auau Channel lay Lanai vieled
in a very light haze its green hills showing pale blue in the morning light. Below us spread
the Maalaea Bay, the long sweep of the brilliant white beach of Kihei , and the Kealia Ponds
glowing emerald green and turquoise. Beyond the beach and the ponds rose the steep hills of
the Honoapililani Pali.
We had been going for about three hours when I decided I needed to take a break. I spotted
a gate across the jeep track a half mile up a steep switchback and made that my goal. As if
reading my mind Nick turned and asked me which way I wanted to go.

“You are in the lead you decide”, I said without thinking.
“Well let’s try the bike trail” he said. “Seems worth a go,” he continued as he looked up at a
cinder cone that rose about 600 straight off the steep switch back we were hiking.

At first It didn’t occur to me that the bike trail came down the cinder cliff and when it did I quickly
looked for an excuse to avoid it. “Looks like its fenced in,” I said. “High fence. Hard to climb.”
“No look. That’s easy. We can go right through there,” said Nick pushing up the steep cinder
slope and winding his way through an opening the fences.
I followed without a lot of enthusiasm, taking one last forlorn look at the gate that I had chosen
as my rest point. It was a mistake as Nick was already thirty feet above me taking rapid steps
up the loose sliding cinder. One had to move fast up the slope as going too slow would register
zero ascent as one would slide right back to the same starting point. At best it was two steps
up for each slide backwards. It was so steep that Nick left no foot prints, no flat compressed
points I could key on to gain some added traction, just fans of darker colored cinders showing
where he had been. The red cinder of the cone was steeper than a sand pile while seeming to
offer less traction. There was nowhere to stop, nothing to do but push hard, keeping one’s legs
moving and trusting it was resulting in net upward movement. Once engaged in the climb one
was committed to its relentless torture. At one point I felt Nick was so far ahead of me that if I
looked up to see him I would have fallen backwards over my poles and cartwheeled back down
the vertical slope. It was not my day to shine, but it not my day to fail either, so I kept pushing,
only occasionally glancing off the far left of the hill where the track moved off with relative
serenity around the westen slope. The climb became almost ridiculous and I found myself
chuckling at a degree of steepness I could not parody with exaggeration. We struggled to make
the top of the cinder cone and a small plateau between the outer wall of the vent which we had
climbed and the rocky walls of the inner pit. It was like climbing a couple of Hogsbacks at race
pac, or a cinder coated ‘Ahshit’. We stood there breathing hard, sucking down water, laughing
at the intensity of the climb, and marveling at what Nicks gps told us of the steepness.

Far below the cane fire had run its course and the expanse of the central valley lay green and
verdant, southeast in Kihei off to the northwest in Wailuku. From our height far above the
clouds the seas around Maui appeared almost transparent and shoals and reefs could be seen
far below the surface, each radiating iridescent hues of blues and greens. On the far northwest
horizon, beyond Lanai and lost in floating islands of clouds,far out in the Kaiwi Channel,
fastened along the horizon was the indistinct outline of what I took for Oahu.

Turning around we could see the hugh blue gray shadowy figures of Mauna Kea and Hualalai
across the Alinuihaha Channel to the east. It seemed as if we were hiking along the very center
of the island chain. Where else could one stand and point east saying “Kamehameha sailed
from Kona, there”, and turning point again, “attacking Lahaina, there, and then Molokai out
there, and finally sailing on to Oahu off to the Northwest there. All of it visible to the naked eye
from this one point. I had no doubt that Kamehameha, Kahekili, and a host of other Hawaiian
Ali’i availed themselves of this spectacular opportunity to view the lands they intended to
conquer and of gaining a better understanding of the geography of the islands by climbing this
ridge in much the same manner we were doing. From this height one looked out on the arching
curve of the earth, making the nature of the planet an easy extrapolation.

We moved up again finally stopping for that long sought break on a second small plateau. I
downed a Muscle milk, ate an energy bar, and sucked some more water. The trail moved off the
cone and looped up across a saddle colored in orange, red, green and black cinder before it
once again began a fast climb up another color washed ridge.

All vegetation had vanished and we walked along stunning barren rock and cinder ridges first
looking down toward Kahikinui on the north slope where heavy white clouds were piling up
quickly in the lower valleys as the trades rapidly increased, and then peering off toward the calm
and sunny central valley as the trail swept in the other direction. Hovering just over us, for we
seemed to be walking in the sky, was a deep blue siren heaven offering the promise of seeing
forever if one was willing to stop and lose himself in its deep and endless reaches. But mostly,
as we climbed the steep slopes, our vistas were limited to the few feet of multi-colored rocky
cinder and sand just in front of us. Though we never hit another steep like the ‘bike path’ there
were others that rivaled it and our elevation climbed rapidly despite our slow pace. We passed
a number of vents and craters to our right, some appearing recent, quite extensive and deep;
reminders that the Haleakala can awake at any moment and renew its activity along this rift
zone. Each offered an interesting hike if we had been inclined to delay our ascent, but our goal
was clear and we pushed on.
The higher we climbed the harder the wind blew and the colder it became. The morning sun
had heated up the gravels and rocks and I increasingly welcomed their radiated warmth as I
walked across them. The winds came in surges, starting from periods of dead calm and quickly
building toward gale-like waves of wind that rose up out of the southern valleys of Kahikinui
blasting us with a cool damp gusts. They grew colder as we moved up the mountain, and

in time we felt and heard the staccato beat of rain against the ground and our clothing. The
harshness of the winds drove us into ourselves as we tried to find protection from the wind and
occasional rains, our intermittent conversation died, each of us hunkering down between our
shoulders as we determinedly strode the saddles between the major cones and pushed hard up
the steep red and green cinder slopes of each higher cone. The wind laughing then screaming
in our ears, the pleasant heat of the land rising in momentary calms, then being whisked away
in floods of icy winds. One minute the sun beat down, the next the mists whipped by pulling a
momentary gray blannket over us, then just as suddenly the sun shone from a deep blue sky.
At one point we spotted a herd of goats looking down at us from high up on a cinder cone
ridge. We saw no other wildlife on the ridge, and after a half hours climb to the top they were
nowhere to be seen. Likely they had run off back down the one of the barren cinder canyons
that empty into high valleys of Kahikikui. The beauty of the vista’s became less awesome to
us, the geographical features less noteworthy, and the character of the trail less interesting. If
either Nick or I noted some remarkable feature or had some sudden understanding we kept it
to ourselves and withheld comment. There was just the climb. The head down, strenuous, hard
breathing, always draining climb. One long vista of gravel and cinder. I didn’t have much energy
to give to anything else. We pushed on, the wind slapping us with its cold hand as it tore the
oxygen from our lungs and left us gasping, fighting for the breath to continue to climb. It would
be fair to say that the last six miles measured in many respects twice as far as the first.
Finally we saw transmission towers, then fences. They sat off on an orphan ridge as if built and
then forgotten. When first spotted they offered hope of the summit, but as we came up on them,
they seemed abandoned of such hopes, and the mountain rose higher beyond them. After a
few false hopes and another five hundred feet of climb we began to see real signs of reaching
the top, and finally off in the distance, far around a huge cinder mound the track promised to
become a narrow road. We strode on through the windy chill.
Far ahead of me I saw Nick reach the road and then finding shelter near a building, where he
seemed to take off all his clothes and stand there bare assed in the chilling gusts. I blinked my
eyes and squinted into the wind seeing him bent over and appearing to be shooting me a moon.
I’d been slow throughout the day I thought to myself, but I didn’t think I was that slow! Then I
realized he was intent on getting on his tights. He had to be pretty damn cold to strip bare in the
howling wind at 10K feet.
When I finally made it up to Nick he was dressed and seemed pretty happy about it. That made
two of us. High above us, perhaps another few hundred feet towered a couple of telescope
buildings. There was the road to the right that offered a more sedate approach or there was
the direct attack. Without giving me much more of a rest than to suck down some water, Nick
asked me if I was ready and quickly started up the gravel slide. I eyed the road, heard myself
whine about having to go the ‘hard way’ and pushed up after Nick. “I didn’t deserve that moon!” I
heard a voice in the back of my head complain. We pushed hard up the final ascent the last fifty
yards as steep and difficult as any we had faced in the entire climb.

Finally we stood in a parking lot of the observatories, the true summit only a few hundred yard
farther to the north. We hunkered down, the wind blowing harder and colder over the edges of
the crater, and pushed on to the summit at 10032 feet. There we shook hands, congratulated
ourselves on the hike, and took a few pictures. We had hiked about 6,000 feet in just over 12
miles, the last 4,500 hundred feet in about the final five miles. It wasn’t a long hike in mileage or
even hours, but it was about all I was ready for on that day. I believe Nick felt pretty much the
same. We had our first summit.

A sign at the top gives some idea of the distances that can be hiked over this course. I belive we
started just below the hunter’s check station.
The Skyline, or Polipoli Trail, from bottom to top, is an enjoyable challenge offering some
stunning views of Maui and the surrounding islands. The volcanics are unique and worth a look
for those interested in that aspect of Hawaiian geology, and the trails offer varying degrees of
difficulty depending on which routes you follow and how far you want to go. I look forward to
doing it again. One can vary the length of the hike by starting lower on Waipoli road, exploring
the various trails of the Polipoli State Park, or striking out on some of the tracks that circle
various craters along the ridge line. It can get cold on the ridge line, and on a hot day you might
find water demand higher than you had planned. Bad weather is something that visits the upper
slopes of the Haleakala without warning. Be prepared as you are a long way from help, even if
you are lucky if your phone does work.
Note: There is some confusion whether this is an ‘open’ or ‘closed’ trail. We saw no signs
saying it was closed. There is equipment on the upper road and logging is going on. We went
through early in the morning. If you are late getting up you may find the way a bit more difficult.
At the top we avoided the Air Force Observatory boundaries and didn’t hang around in the
nether land between open trail and park road. Be cool, keep moving through questionable
areas, and look like you know what you are doing.

